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Introduction
•Most languages lack the data to allow pretraining
well-performing language models [1]

•Multilingual models may struggle when it comes to
novel languages

•Monolingual and multilingualmodel adaptation
techniques often do not consider the relation of
languages beyond in-family membership [2]

•Using information about typological similarity between
languages, cross-lingual transfermay be facilitated to
the benefit of model adaptation to resource-poor
languages
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2 Typological similarity
• Typological factors between languages seem to
influence the success of cross-lingual transfer

• Typological properties in prior work are mostly derived
from resources such as WALS [3]

• Such resources do not allow granularity in the
quantification of typological properties [4]

• Instead we derive fine-grained typological properties
using structural vectors [5]

• Structural vectors have been created from counts of
dependency links taken from the Germanic subset of
Universal Dependencies

3 Gradual adaptation
• Instead of direct adaptation from source to target
language, carry outmodel adaptation in stages using
intermediate languages

• By ensuring a high degree of typological similarity
between languages, the aim is to catalyse
cross-lingual transfer across the
model adaptation stages

• This may contribute to amore data-efficient model
adaptation process

• Especially favouring typologically diverse and
resource-poor languages

4 Future work
• Extend the scope to all languages in Universal
Dependencies
• Assess the success of gradual adaptation using
various tasks such as POS-tagging, dependency parsing
and more
• Apply gradual adaptation to different model
adaptation techniques (e.g. adapters, retraining of
lexical layer)
•Outcome: a flexible and promising framework
of typologically-informed model adaptation
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